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ABSTRACT
Although law schools have seen rlSlng representation of diverse racial
and ethnic groups among students, minorities continue to represellt
disproportionately small percentages of lawyers within large c(wporate
law firms. Prior research on the natu.re and causes of' minority
underrepresentation in such firms has been ::;parse. In this paper, we use
data on a national sample of more than 1,300 law firm ojJices to examine
variation across large U.S. law firms in the representqtioll of African
Americans. Hispanics. and Asian-Americans. Overall. minorities are
better represented in offices located in Western states and in major
metropolitan areas; offices that are larger and ajfiliated with larger firms;
offices offirms with higher revenues and profits per partner; offices with
greater associate--partner leverage; and branch ojJices rather than
principal offices. They are equally distributed between offices with
single-tier and two-tier partnerships. Distinct patterns emerge. however,
when the three groups are considered separately and when hierarchical
rank within firms is taken into account.
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Much has changed since the "golden age of the big law firm" (Galanter &
Palay, 1991) in the early 1960s, when a "large" American firm employed
40 or 50 lawyers, usually in a single office located in a major city
such as Chicago or New York City. At that time, as reported in Erwin
Smigel's (1969) classic study, The Wall Street Lawyer, major firms explicitly
recruited and promoted lawyers who were not only white and male, but also
of Northern European descent, Protestant, and educated at Ivy League
colleges and law schools. More broad-minded firms were willing to hire
(male) Jews and Catholics, but usually would not make them partners
(Smigel, 1969, pp. 44-45, 65-67). Since then, "large" firms have grown to
employ hundreds or even thousands of lawyers in multiple offices across
the United States and abroad. To what extent have these dramatic changes
in law firm size and structure been matched by changes in the hiring and
retention of ethnic and racial minorities?
Although large U.S. firms have broadened their horizons to incorporate
lawyers from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds, including both
women and men, the pace of change in such firms has been slow. Since the
late 1980s, the percentage of minority law school graduates has more than
doubled, from 10% to 23%, but as of 2009 minorities still constituted only
12% of major firm lawyers (National Association for Law Placement, 2009).
Furthermore, minority representation steadily declines with increasing
hierarchical rank within major finns. In 2009, minorities accounted for
24% of summer associates, 19.7% of regular associates, and a mere 6.0% of
partners in such firms (National Association for Law Placement, 2010).
Despite the importance of this continuing underrepresentation, research
attention to the issue has been surprisingly sparse. In the case of women,
who are similarly underrepresented in major law firms, especially among
partners, 1 an extensive research literature has investigated the nature and
sources of disadvantage (e.g., Beckman & Phillips, 2005; Epstein, Saute,
Oglensky, & Gever, 1995; Gorman, 2005, 2006; Gorman & Kmec, 2009;
Hagan & Kay, 1995; Kay & Hagan, 2003; Noonan, Corcoran, & Courant.
2007). In contrast, we were able to locate only a handful of theoretical or
empirical studies of racial and ethnic differences in representation
and mobility in law firms (Chambliss, 1997; Chambliss & Uggen, 2000;
Garcia-Lopez, 2008; Kornhauser & Revesz, 1995; Sander, 2006; Wilkins,
1999; Wilkins & Gulati, 1996). Clearly, this topic is vastly understudied and
in need of investigation.
To begin to fill this gap in the research literature, we ask which kinds
of firms maintain higher and lower proportions of minorities among their
lawyers. Because so little is known on this subject, we do not attempt to test
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a theoretical model here. Rather, we aim to provide an initial "map" of this
topic area, and lay the groundwork for future research, by exploring the
relationship between firm racial composition and a number of salient
organizational characteristics, such as location, size, financial resources. and
aspects of organizational structur~ that bear on lawyers' prospects for
upward mobility, With respect to each of these dimensions, we pose three
central questions. First, how does the representation of ethnic and racial
minorities vary across different types of law firms? Second, how is this
dimension associflted with a greater minority presence at different levels
of the standard! law firm hierarchy? Third, does this organizational
characteristic affect African-Americans, Latinos, and Asian-Americans in
similar ways, or does it operate differently for different minority groups"
We explore thes~ questions using a national sample of more than I.JOO
offices of corporate law firms in the United States.

1. THE UNDERREPRESENTATION OF MINORITIES

IN LAW FIRMS: PllEVIOUS RESEARCH
Given that minority presence among summer associates and entering
associates is similar to minority presence among law students, it is likely
that minority underrepresentation in law firms is largely shaped by their
disproportionately elevated rates of attrition, which have been described as
"devastatingly high" (Sander, 2006, p. 1759) and a mass "exodus" (Wilkins.
1999, p. 17), rather than by low rates of entry. Associates are more likely
to exit when they perceive their future prospects in a firm as unattractive.
In the case of minorities, such per~plions are often realistic. Relative to
whites, minorities are less likely to experience invitation to partnership ranks
within firms (Chambliss & Uggen, 2000; Wilkins, 1999) and are more
to be made non-equity partners (Wilkins, 1999, p. 20). In addition, there is
evidence of a significant earnings differential among law firm lawyers based
on race (Ornstein, 2001, 2004). Racial and ethnic minority law students
(Foley & Kidder, 2002) and lawyers (Brockman, 2008) are acutely aware
of these inequities. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that many minority
associates seek to leave corporate law firms while they are still marketable
elsewhere (Wilkins, 1999; Wilkins & Gulati, 1996).
Explanations for minorities' low rates of persistence and Success in major
U.S. law firms revolve around the relative importance of racial differences
in individual lawyers' choices and qualifications ("supply-side" processes)
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versuS employers' conscious or unconscious racial preferences and the
organizational structures that compound the effects of such preferences
("demand-side" processes). On the supply side, one possible explanation for
the underrepresentation of racial minorities in law firms is that minority
lawyers are simply less interested in working in corporate law firms or
indeed in any kind of private practice (Abel, 1989, p. 105). However, studies
of race and the legal profession suggest that choice is not a driving force.
Analyzing data from several sources, Sander (2006) found evidence that
similar proportions of white and minority law students express aspirations
to work in large corporate law firms. In a study of first job choices of New
York University and University of Michigan graduates, Kornhauser and
Revesz (1995) found that after controlling for academic grades, educational
loans, law school activities, and stated preferences, black law students were
more likely to take jobs at corporate law firms than their white counterparts.
Another possible supply-side explanation is that minorities enter large
law firms with lower levels of relevant abilities and skills than their white
counterparts, placing them at a disadvantage when they come under
consideration for challenging work assignments or promotions (Sander,
2006).2 There is some evidence for this view. Minority law students' grades
are lower than those of white law students, on average (Clydesdale, 2004;
Sander, 2004, 2006), and the numbers of minority law students hired by
large law firms appear to exceed the numbers of minority law students
who have excellent law school grades (Sander, 2006). On the other hand,
Wilkins and Gulati (1996) report that 70% of all the black partners listed
in the Minority Partners Handbook in 1995 graduated from I of 11 elite
schools - a considerably higher percentage than the corresponding figure for
white partners in most firms.
Turning to demand-side processes affecting racial inequality in large law
firms, partners with decision-making authority may be less likely to
select minorities in hiring and promotions due to cognitive biases favoring
whites. First, decision-makers may harbor a conscious or unconscious
"in-group preference" for their own racial or ethnic group. Consistent with
this argument, Chambliss and U ggen (2000) find evidence that a minority
group's representation among firm partners positively affects the subsequent
representation of that group among associates. 3 Second, as Wilkins and
Gulati (1996) argue, partners' impressions and evaluations of minority
associates may be biased in negative ways by pervasive racial stereotypes.
This problem may be even greater for minority women (ABA, 1994).
For example, in Garcia-Lopez's (2008) qualitative study, female Mexican
American lawyers perceived that their contributions were undervalued
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within firms and that thh were assigned responsibilities beneath their
capabilities. As a result of partners' negative perceptions, minority
associates may be less Ijkely to receive the trainillg, mentoring, and
challenging assignments that are essential for developing skills needed
for success in large law fiqns (Wilkins & Gulati, 1996; ~ander, ::!006).
qnderrepresentation among aljsociates contributes
to minority undemipresentation among law firm partners, but additional
sources of disadvantage may emerge at the level of finn partnerships.
Based on interviews with black partners at major law firms, Wilkins (1999)
observes that because bla~k partners often have less ~status, power, and
income than their white! peers, they are more Iik~ly to seek other
employment opportunities ~nd disproportionately more likely to leave their
finns than partners who $ee themselves as leaders central to the firm's
operations and whQ are cpmpensated accordingly. He argues that black
partners face obstacles in I three crucial activities: recruiting new clients,
btaining internal referrals for work from existing major firm clients, and
securing the dedicated se*vices of adept associates. Wilkins concludes,
"The combination of the 'pull' of the marketplace and HIe 'push' caused by
their diminished status in the workplace generates a ppwerful centrifugal
force that spins minority partners out of elite firms" (1999, p. 17).
The prevalence of the pattern of minority underrepresentation suggests
that similar processes are operating across large numbers of law firms.
Nevertheless, the nature and consequences of these processes probably
vary to some extent across finns with different structural and contextual
characteristics. We were able to identify only one previous study that
examined such variation, qowever (Chambliss, 1997). Analyzing data on
97 "elite" law firms from annual editions of the NatioQal Association for
Law Placement's (NALP) National Directory of LegalempJoyers between
1980 and 1990, Chambliss found that a firm's geographic structure
was associated with its racial composition: the existence of branch offices
was positively linked to the proportion of African-American and Asian
American associates, and firms that maintained international offices were
more racially integrated than firms without such offices. Also important was
the nature of the firm's practice, which presumably refl~ts its client base.
For example, an extensive litigation practice was positiv91y associated with
the proportion of Hispanic Flssociates.
I
We build on Chambliss's study by using more recent data to examine how
minority representation varies with salient organizatiopal characteristics
that often influence workplace inequality outcomes. Locqtion (region. large
or small city) is likely to be il11portant because the three ~inority groups are
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differentially distributed across regions and across urban and rural settings
in the United States. Different locations also reflect different cultural values
that may affect firms' willingness to support and encourage minority
lawyers. Organizational size (e.g., office size and firm size) is associated with
more bureaucratic structures and with greater visibility and susceptibility to
institutional pressures, both of which may push firms toward racial equality.
Organizational resources (e.g., gross revenues and profits per partner) may
enable firms to pursue diversity even if it is financially costly, or they may
spark fierce competition that aggravates disadvantages for minority lawyers.
Elements of organizational structure (e.g., associate-partner leverage, single
or two-tiered partnership, and principal or branch office) may reduce or
enhance minority associates' partnership prospects as well as their
inclination to remain with their firms.

2. SAMPLE, DATA, AND METHODS
We analyze data on more than 1,300 law firm offices across the United
States from the 2005-2006 edition of the National Directory of Legal
Employers (the "NALP Directory") compiled by the NALP, a nonprofit
organization established to provide information about legal employment to
law schools and their students. The NALP conducts an annual survey of all
law firms that conduct on-campus recruiting at law schools, asking for
quantitative and qualitative information, and compiles the results in annual
editions of the NALP Directory. Firms report information as of February I
of the publication year. Our unit of analysis is the office, not the entire firm. 4
In most cases, law finns with multiple offices provide information pertaining
to each office separately; the few firms that did not provide office-specific
information were eliminated from the sample. We also removed from the
sample any non-firm employers (e.g., government agencies or public-interest
law offices), offices located outside the United States, and offices with fewer
than five lawyers. The final sample includes 1,394 offices.
The N ALP Directory does not provide data on revenues, profits, or
(in many cases) total firm size. To investigate how minority representation
varies with these factors, we merged the N ALP Directory data with firm
level measures of size, revenues, and profits from the 2005 AmLaw 200
rankings published in the American Lawyer magazine. Similar to the Fortune
500 for corporations, this data source ranks the top 200 U.S. law firms by
their gross revenues. Nearly two-thirds of the offices in our sample are part
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of AmLaw 200 firms (N = 835). Analyses involving firm size and profits are
restricted to this subsample. 5
For this initial investigation, we do not specifY regression models, which
represent mathematical expressions of a theqretical model of a ~ausaJ
process. Given. the paucity of previous empiric~l research about minorities
in law firms (and indeed the relative scarcity of empirical rese<lrch on
minorities in professional roles more generally), we do not, at this point.
have a sufficiently developed theory to justify hypothesis testing with a
regression model.' Regression analyses that are pot theoretically driven are
often misleading !lnd biased: it is likely that ke~ variables will he omitted.
irrelevant variables will be included, and incorrect functional forms will
be used. Our goal in this paper is to lay the groundwork for theor~
development thrQugh bivariate tabular analyses. This sort of descriptive.
exploratory analysis is appropriate in areasi where theory is nascelll
(Edmondson & McManus, 2007; for an example relating to organizational
inequality, see Roos & Gatta, 2009).
For each salient organizational dimension, we first examine its association
with all minorities together, then with African-Americans, Latinos.
and Asian-Americans considered separately. Our analysis considers how
minority presence varies at ditferent ranks in the standard firm hierarchy:
summer associate, regular associate, senior nOll-partner positions such
as "counsel" or "senior attorney," and partner. 6 We define the partller
summer associate ratio as the ratio of the proportion minority among
partners to the proportion minority among sur)Jmer associates. This ratio
gives us some purchase, albeit imperfect, on the :extent of minority attrition
and persistence between initial entry and partpership. Summer associa te
positions serve as "ports of entry" (Althauser& Kalleberg, 1981) to law
firms. Summer associate offer rates in Atlanta, C~licago, New York, and S<lll
Francisco have typically exceeded 70%, and mllny of the most prestigious
firms make offers to all of their summer associatys (Wilkins & Gulati, 1996).
A high proportion of those who receive such offfrs eventually return. Thus,
in their narrative statements in the NALP Dire~'lon', many establishments
describe their summer associate program as t~eir primary source of new
associates. For example, the Washington, DC pffice of Sidley and Austin
states, "In recent years, the majority of our assqciates have come from Ollr
summer program"; Seyfarth Shaw's Chicago office explains, "The Summer
Associate Program is the cornerstone of the Firm's hiring process..
Summer associates are hired with the expectatiop thllt they will later ret urn
to the Firm as associates." The partner-summer associate r<ltio should
be interpreted with caution, however, because[ with cross-sectional da t<l.
I
I
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minority summer associates and minority partners are not the same lawyers.
Moreover, the proportion minority among partners is a weighted average of
the corresponding proportion in each cohort of partners, and low
proportions in the oldest cohorts are likely due to low minority entry rates
among associates as well as attrition of those minority lawyers after entry.

3. FINDINGS: CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
MINORITY REPRESENTATION
We first investigate the overall presence of minority lawyers in major U.S.
law firms (Table 1). As of 2005, minorities represented 8.9% of lawyers in
the average major law firm office. When rank is considered, minority
representation declines noticeably and steadily from summer associates
(17.8%) to partners (4.9%). Examining ethnic groups separately, we see that
2.5% of lawyers were African-American, 2.3% were Latino, and 4.1 % were
Asian-American. The steady decrease with increasing rank is observable for
each of the three groups. Interestingly, all three groups have a similar
presence among partners (1.6% to 1.7%), although they begin at different
places: Asian-Americans are the best represented among summer associates
at 7.6%, followed by African-Americans at 6.5% and Latinos at 3.4%. The
partner-summer associate ratio is noticeably higher for Latinos (47%) than
for African-Americans (25%) or Asian-Americans (22%).
Table 1.

Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, 2005.
All
Minorities (%)

AfricanAmericans (%)

Latinos
(%)

Asian
Americans (%)

8.9

2.5

2.3

4.1

By rank
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. attorneys
Partners

17.8
13.7
5.1
4.9

6.5
3.9
1.7
1.6

3.4
3.2
I.5
1.6

7.6
6.7
1.8
I.7

Partner-summer associate ratio

28

All lawyers"

Nole: N = 1,394.
"Excluding summer associates.

25

47

22
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We now turn to the task of analyzing how minority representation varies
with important organizational characteristics.

3.1. Location
Regions of the United States are often perceived to harbor different political
and cultural inclin<iltions that may affect minorities' prospects for work
place mobility and success. The South has had a long a history of racial
segregation and political conservatism, while the Northeast and West
are typically seen as more liberal. Similarly, metropolitan areas are orren
thought to be more sophisticated and tolerant than rural areas in ways
that may benefit minorities. At the same time, minorities in the general
population are differentially distributed across regions of the U ni ted States,
with Latinos and Asian-Americans most prevalent in the West and African
Americans best represented in the South (U.S. Census Bureau, 200 I). Asian
Americans are also concentrated in urban areas (U.S. Census Bureau,
2002). Are minority lawyers more prevalent in offices located in more
politically and culturally liberal locations? Or does their representation in
law firms reflect their representation in the local popUlation?
Minority representation among large law firm lawyers clearly varies
across regions of the United States (Table 2). The overall minority presence
is largest in the West, where minorities constitute 12.5% of the 3veruge
office's workforce.? It is smallest in the Midwest, where the corresponding
figure is 5.1 %. The Midwest also has the lowest minority partner-summer
associate ratio (16%). Interestingly, the South has the highest partner
summer associate ratio (35%), with the West close behind (33%).
When we examine the three ethnic groups separately, we find th~lt
African-Americans are best represented in the South, where they constitute
3.1 % of lawyers in the average office. Latinos are also most heavily
represented in the South (3.4% of lawyers), and Asian-Americans in the
West (8.0% of lawyers). If we break these numbers down by hierarchicu I
rank, we find the same pattern at the partner level. Both African-Americans
and Latinos have their strongest representation among partners in the
South, where on average they constitute 2.4% and 2.7% of partners,
respectively. Asian-Americans are best represented among partners in the
West, where they make up 3.8% of partners in the average office.
However, patterns of attrition appear to vary for the three groups across
regions in interesting ways. Relative to their representation among summer
associates, African-Americans' presence among partners is comparable in
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Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
of the United States, 2005.
Offices,

Table 1.

Latinos

Asian
Americans

AU
Minorities

AfricanAmericans

(%)

(%)

8.5
7.9
5.1
12.5

2.7
3.1
2.3
\.8

1.7
3.4
0.9
2.6

4.1
1.5
1.9
8.0

By rank
Northeast
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

17.0
\3.5
4.3
3.4
20

6.3
4.0
1.7
1.4
22

2.2
2.5
0.9
0.8
36

8.4
6.9
1.7
14

South
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

165
12.4
5.7
5.8
35

8.2
5.1
2.3
29

4.2
4.6
2.7
2.7
64

4.1
2.7
0.7
0.7
17

Midwest
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

17.4
8.8
2.6
2.8
16

9.7
3.9
1.4
1.4
14

2.0
1.6
0.3
0.6
30

5.7
3.5
0.9
0.8
14

West
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

20.4
18.2
6.8
6.7
33

3.2
2.8
1.4
\.0
31

4.6
3.5
1.8
\.8
39

12.6
11.9
3.6
3.8
30

All office ._ ..
Northeast
South
Midwest
West

J

(%)

(%)

•••

24

\.2

Note: N = 1,394.
'Excluding summer associates.

the Northeast, South, and West (with partner-summer associate ratios of
22%,29%, and 31 %, respectively), but it is markedly lower in the Midwest
(14%). Closer inspection shows that this is largely due to substantial drop in
the proportion of African-Americans from the summer associate level to the
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associate level (from 9.7% to 3.9%) in the Midwest. I Latinos seem to
l
experience the least attrition of the three groups across regions: Lltinos'
partner-summer associate ratios are similar in the Northtfast, Midwest, and
West (at 36%, 30%,and 39%, respectively) and especially high in the South
Yet, Latinos' representation among summer as/lociates is
noticeably lower than that of one or both of the other tv-o groups. Asian
Americans may exPtlrience especially high rates of attritiqn in most
Relative to their presence among summer associates, the\r numbers amnng
partners are quite low in the Northeast, the South, and the Midwest
partner-summer associate ratios of 14%,17%, and 14%, respectively).
A striking exception: to this pattern is in the West, where Asial1-Al11eric~ms'
partner--summer associate ratio is 30%.
I
City size also matters (Table 3). Overall, minority lawy~rs are more likely
to be found in major metropolitan areas, where they constitute 10.6% or
lawyers in the average major firm office, than in smaller cities, where the
corresponding figure is 6.5%.8 When these numbers are' disaggregated by
rank, however, we see that minorities comprise roughly thp same proportion
of partners in both large and small cities (4.9% and 4.8%,! respectively). The
greater overall representation of minorities in major metropolitan areas th11s
reflects their greater presence at lower ranks within those /letting:>. Thus, the
minority partner-summer associate ratio is higher ill smaller cities (34%)
than in larger ones (24%).
!
These overall figures mask variation across the three ethnic groups. The
distribution of Asian-American lawyers is most heavily tHted toward large
cities, while African-Americans are closer to being evenly balanced between
metropolitan areas and smaller cities. The sitQation of Latinos
runs counter to that of the other groups: at every level, Latinos are better
represented in smaller cities than in major metropolitan areas. Partner·
summer associate ratios are not dramatically different aCfoss the two types
of settings for African-Americans (25% in major metropolitan areas versus
22% in smaller cities) or Latinos (45% versus 51 %). Interes(ingly, th;;;
partner-summer associate ratio for Asian-Americans is nqticeably higher in
smaller cities than in large ones (35% versus 19%).

3.2. Organizational Size

~

Organizational size, measured by number of workers, is perennial :ill bject
of interest because it is closely associated with so mapy organizatjon~d
processes. Size may affect minority representation beCfluse it is closely
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Table 3. Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Location in Major Metropolitan Areas Versus Smaller
Cities, 2005.
All
Minorities
(%)
All office lawyers"
Major metro area
Smaller city
By rank
Major metro area
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio
Smaller city
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

10.6
6.5

20.1

16.3
5.8
4.9
24

14.3
10.2
4.0
4.8
34

AfricanAmericans
(%)

2.9
1.9

6.5
4.2
1.9
1.6
25

6.7
3.5
1.5
1.5
22

Latinos
(%)

2.1
2.5

3.1
2.9
1.6

1.4
45

37
3.5
1.5
1.9
51

AsianAmericans
(%)

5.6
2.1

10.5
9.1
2.3
2.0
19

3.9
3.2
\.0

IA
35

Note: N
1,394.
aExcluding summer associates.

associated with bureaucratization, which may help disadvantaged groups
by establishing objective standards and procedures for employee evaluation
(Baron, Hannan, Hsu, & Kocak, 2007; Reskin & McBrier, 2000)
but
which may also hurt them by constraining them in rigid roles or segregated
job ladders (Kalev, 2009; Smith-Doerr, 2004). Larger, more visible
organizations are also more susceptible to institutional pressures (Edelman,
1990) that should operate to promote diversity. Are minorities better
represented in larger or smaller offices and firms?
We examine how minority representation varies with the size of the office
in Table 4, where office categories represent quartiles of the distribution of
office size. Office size is only weakly associated with minority presence.
Minority lawyers represent a somewhat smaller proportion of lawyers in
the smallest offices (5 to 25 lawyers), but they are evenly distributed across
offices in the upper three quartiles (26 to 809 lawyers). Disaggregating these
figures by rank, we see that minority presence among summer associates
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Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law firm
Offices, by Office Size, 2005.

All office lawyers'
5 to 25 lawyers
26 to 52 lawyers
53 to 103 lawyers
104 to 809 lawyers
By rank
5 to 25 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner·summer associate ratio

All
Minorities (%)

AfIicanAmericans (%)

Latinos

7.5
9.4
9.4
9.4

2.1
2.4
2.6
3.0

2.2
1.4

134

4.9
3.0
0.9
1.3
27

1.4
L5
71

5.3
4.0

2.8
3.1

8.3

1.6

1.5
1.8
64

23

110
3.1
4.~

31

A~ian·

Amel1c,Uls

J.J

2.1

4J)
-14
4.3

Ll

().]

.to

5\
(l'1
l.4
22

2.4

26 to 52 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
COllnsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

16.4
144
5.4
5.6
34

1.6
30

53 to 103 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

19.0
150
54
53
28

7.0
4.2
2.1
1.6
23

1.8
46

214
15.0

8.3
4.6

4.3
3.2

S&

5.8

2.2

1.5

44
21

1.8
22

2.1
14
16

104 to 809 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

3.9
3.3
16

12

28

7.1
2_~

27

8.0
74
L7
19

23

r.o

Note: N = 1,394.
aExcluding summer associates.

increllses steadily with office size. However, minority representation among
partners peaks in the second quartile, with the result that the parlner
summer associate ratio declines from 34% in the second quartile to 2&% in
the tQird and 21 % in the top quartile.
Looking at the three ethnic groups separately, we see that African
Americans are best represented in the largest offices (104 to 809 lawyers),
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Latinos in the middle two quartiles (26 to 103 lawyers). and Asian-Americans
in the second quartile (26 to 52 lawyers), but the differences acrosS quartiles
are not large. When we take hierarchical rank into account, we see that repre
sentation among partners follows representation in the office as a whole.
At the same time, it is clear that partner-summer associate ratios tend to
decline with office size for all three minority groups. This is most obvious in
the case of Latinos, where the partner-summer associate ratio drops from
71% in the smallest offices to 28% in the largest. For African-Americans, the
partner-summer associate ratio drops from 30% in the second quartile to
22% in the top quartile. Similarly, for Asian-Americans. the partner-summer
associate ratio falls from 27% in the second quartile to 16% among the
largest offices.
The role of firm size is examined in Table 5, where the categories represent
quartiles of the distribution of firm size. 9 In comparison with office size,
there is a somewhat clearer positive association between minority presence
and firm size. Minority lawyers represent 7.9% of lawyers in offices affiliated
with the smallest firms and 13.2% of lawyers in offices affiliated with the
largest firms. The minority presence among summer associates increases
with firm size (with the exception of the second quartile). In contrast to the
result for office size, however, minority representation among partners
increases as well, so that the minority partner-summer associate ratio tends
to increase with firm size.
Considering the three ethnic groups separately. a pattern of increasing
representation is evident for both Latinos and Asian-Americans. Latinos
make up 2% of lawyers in offices linked to the smallest firms, and 3.4% of
lawyers in offices linked to the largest firms. Asian-Americans constitute
3.3% of lawyers in offices affiliated with the smallest firms, and 6.7%
of lawyers in offices affiliated with the largest finns. Interestingly, the
same pattern does not appear for African-Americans, who represent 2.7%
of lawyers in offices of both the smallest and the largest finns. They
are best represented in firms in the third quartile (506 to 823 lawyers).
Offices of fimls in the third quartile also attract and retain the most African
Americans among summer associates (8.4%), associates (4.5%), and
partners (1.8%), compared to other firm size ranges. For Latinos and
Asian-Americans, the strongest presence at all three of those levels occurs
in the largest firms. Once again, partner-summer associate ratios are
relatively high for Latinos compared with the other two groups, ranging as
high as 81 % in the second quartile. In contrast, the partner-summer
associate ratio for Asian-Americans in the smallest major law firms is
only 10%.
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Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Firm Size, 1005.

AU office lawyers'
138 to 332 lawyers
333 to 505 lawyers
506 to 823 lawyers
824 to 2,984 lawyers
By rank
138 to 332 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer ~ssociate ratio

All
Minorities ('Yo)

AfricanAmericans (%)

Latinos
(%)

7.9
7.7
11.9
13.2

2.7
2.6

:!.O
2.1
2.4
3.4

19.3
13.3
5.1

6.4
4.0

3.5

1.4

18

3.3
2.7

2.5
~2

i

333 to 505 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner·-summer associate ratio
506 to 823 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio
824 to 2,984 lawyers
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

13.8
ILl
6.5
4.2

30
21.8
17.2
7.0

5.5
25
23.7
19.3
6.7
6.4

27

6.3
3.5

2.5
1.4
22
8.4
4.5
1.8
L8

21
6.0
3.9
1.3
1.5

25

3.5
3.0
1.2
1.2
34
2.1
2.5
1.9
1.7

81
3.7
3.2
2.0

1.4
38

As>i.tll·~

Americall5 ('Yo)

3.3
J. I
<>2

1>.7

()4
ti~

1.4

09
10

54
5.0

::;.1
I.l

20
9.7
9.4
3.1
2.3

24

5.0

1211

5.2

WI

2.4
2.4

3.0
.:U

48

20

Note: N == 835 (analysis is restricted to the subsample of offices affiliated with AmLaw 20() tirms)
'Excluding summer associates.

3.3. Financial Resources

Are the financial resources at a firm's disposal a boon or an obstacle for
minorities? On the one hand, wealthier firms may be more able to afford
to pursue symbolic goals regardless of economic considerations, and
thus may make greater efforts to demonstrate a commitment to diversity
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(Konrad & Pfeffer, 1991). On the other hand, wealthier tinns typically offer
higher levels of compensation, which in turn may attract large numbers of
qualified white, male applicants and reduce incentives to overcome bias in
hiring and promotion (Blum, Fields, & Goodman, 1994).
In Table 6, we analyze how minority presence varies with firm gross
revenues. The top four categories represent quartiles of the distribution
of firm revenues as reported in the 2005 AmLaw 200 rankings; the lowest
category represents offices affiliated with firms with revenues too low to
be included in the AmLaw 200. The patterns here are similar in many
respects to those we saw in the previous table. This is not surprising,
given that law firm revenues are in considerable part a function of finn size.
When all minorities are considered together, minority representation
increases in a fairly straightforward fashion with firm revenues, from 7%
in firms with revenues of less than $96 million to 13.3% in firms with
$577 million to $1.61 billion in revenues. The minority presence
among summer associates increases steadily with firm revenues, but the
pattern among partners is less clear-cut. The partner-summer associate
ratio is highest in the lowest bracket (34%), drops to its lowest level in
the second bracket (21 %), and then increases to 25 to 29% in the top three
brackets.
When the three ethnic groups are examined separately, we see a generally
increasing pattern for all three, although African-American representation is
strongest in the second-highest revenue bracket while Latinos and Asian
Americans are best represented in the highest revenue bracket. Turning to
representation by rank, we again see similar patterns for Latinos and Asian
Americans and a different pattern for African-Americans. Latinos and
Asian-Americans are both best represented among partners in finns in the
top revenue category ($577 million to $1,610 million) and both have their
weakest presence among partners in the second lowest revenue bracket
($96 million to $169.5 million). In contrast, African-American representa
tion among partners is fairly stable across revenue brackets at 1.5%
to 1.6%. Interestingly, partner-summer associate ratios are highest for
Latinos and Asian-Americans in the lowest revenue category (52% and
33%, respectively), whereas they are relatively stable at 22% to 26% across
revenue categories for African-Americans (with the exception of a dip in the
second-highest category).
Profits per partner are a more direct indicator of the financial rewards and
incentives that firms offer to their successful lawyers (Table 7). In this table,
office categories represent quart.iles of the distribution of firm profits
per partner. IO Overall minority representation increases steadily with firm
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Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Finn Gross Revenues, 2005.
All
Minorities

AfricanAmericans

(%)

(%)

7.0
6.6
9.0
11.9
13.3

2.0
2.6
2.6
3.4
2.7

1.9
1.5
2.4
2.6
3.6

4.0
5.9
7.0

14.6
11.6
3.1
34

6.1
3.9
1.3
1.6
26

2.9
2.7
1.0
1.5
52

5.5
5.0
0.9
1.8
33

$96M to $169.5M
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

15.8
III
4.5
3.3
21

6.7
3.S
2.8
1.6
24

2.3
1.3
0.9
1.0
43

0.8
0.7
10

$169.5M to $31S.5M
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

19.1
13.4
7.8
4.8
25

6.8
3.7
2.1
\.5
22

3.6
3.2

6.6

$318.5M to $577M
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

19.7
17.3
5.6
5.1
29

$577M to $1,6IOM
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

24.5
19.0
7.6
6.5
27

All office
Less than $96 M
$96M to $169.5M
$169.5M to $31S.5M
$3IS.5 M to $577 M
$577M to $1,6IOM
By rank
Less than $96 M
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

= 1,394.
AExcluding summer associates.

H

7.9

Latinos
(%)

1.3

17
47

1.6
1.5
19

3.1
3.6
1.8
1.4
39

5.7
3.7
1.7

5.3
5.0
2.5

1.5
26

2.4

·u

ASIanAmerlcalls

3.1
2:j

6.7
5.1

8.7
3.3
1.6
IS
8.6
9.0

:?I
1.1
24
13.5
IDA

.let
2.5
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Table 7.

Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Finn
Offices, by Firm profits per Partner, 2005.
Latinos

AsianAmericans

All
Minorities

AfricanAmericans

(%)

(%)

5.8
10.3
114

133

2.3
3.3
29
2.8

1.6
2.8
2.8
2.9

1.9
4.2
5.8
7.5

By rank
$335,000 to $515,000
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

15.8
10.1
4.5
3.3
21

6.9
3.4
16
1.5
22

2.5
2.4
1.6
1.2
48

6.4
4.2
L3
0.6
9

$515,000 to $720,000
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner--summer associate ratio

17.8
15.5
8.7
5.2
29

7.2
4.4
3.8
1.9
26

4.1
4.1
2.0
44

65
7.0
2.8
1.6
25

24.9
\7.0
6.2
22

8.1
4.2
1.0
1.5
19

3.9
3.8
1.6
1.8
46

12.8
8.9
3.6
2.2
17

20.6
18.3
5.8
5.7
21'

5.0
3.9
1.6
1.1
22

3.8
3.6
2.3
2.0
53

118
10.8
1.9
2.6
22

(%)

(%)

a

All office lawyers
$335,000 to $515.000
$515,000 to $720,000
$720,000 to $1,065,000
$1,065,000 to $3.790.000

$720,000 to $1,065,000
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-.summer associate ratio
$1,065,000 to $3,790,000
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

5,4

.1.8

Note: N = 835 (analysis is restricted to the subsample of offices affiliated with AmLaw 200 firms).
"Excluding summer associates.

profits per partner. Disaggregating by rank, it is interesting to note that the
presence among partners increases sharply from the lowest
to the second quartile (5.2%) and only slil'!.htlv in the third
fourth quartiles (5.4% and
respectively).

The pattern of a steadily increasing presencff among office tawyer~
holds across all three ethnic groups. When rank is taken into account
an interesting difference emerges, however. Among partners, both Latillo~
and Asian-Americans have their weakest presence in the lowest profit
bracket (1.2% and 0.6%, respectively) and their strongest presence in tb
highest profit bracket (2.0% and 2.6%. respectively). In contrast, AfricanrT
Americans have their strongest presence among partners in the seconq
profit quartile (1.9%) and their weakest presence in the top quartile (Ll %).
.
Once again, Latinos have the highest partner-summer associate
between 44% in the second profit quartile and 53% in the top
African-American and Asian-American partner-summer
ratios are similar across profit quartiles, with the exception of an
low persistence rate (9%) for Asian-Americans in the l~west quartile.

3.4. Organizational Structure

Studies have repeatedly shown that organizational strllcture can play
important role in generating or perpetuating workplace inequality. Here w~
consider three aspects of organizational structure that bear on lawyers'
mobility prospects and overall job quality: an office's "leverage" (the ratio
of its number of associates to its number of partners), whether an office har
a "two-tier" partnership (with an upper tier of equity Pllftners and a lower
tier of senior salaried lawyers who hold the title of "partner" but do nolt
own equity stakes in the firm), and whether an office is a branch om~
(rather than its firm's principal office). All three characterislics tend to mak~
lawyers' jobs less attractive. Higher leverage is associated with lower chance~
of making partner and, for those who do become partners, greater pressure
to generate business to keep associates employed. In two-tier partllership~.
the lower tier of non-equity partners may find themselves in dead-end
positions, blocked from advancing to equity partner status. Lawyers in
branch offices may have difficulty gaining visibility and flccess to impor1ant
information, clients, and political allies. If minorities tend to be relegated t~
less attractive jobs, are all of these characteristics associated with a greater
.
minority presence'?
Overall, minority representation increases in a straightforward nUl
as leverage increases (Table 8). Office categories here represent
of the distribution of leverage. It is noteworthy that more than half of
sample offices exhibit leverage values under unity,indicating that the
number of partners exceeds the number of associlltes. (However,
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Table 8.

Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Associate-Partner Leverage, 2005.

All office lawyers
o to 0.63
0.64 to 0.94
0.95 to 1.41
1.42 to 11.50

All
Minorities

AfricanAmericans

(%)

(%)

6.4
7.8

2.0
2.7

Latinos
(%)

AsianAmericans

(%)

a

By rank
10 0.63
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

o

0.64 100.94
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sr. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

9.5

2.7

11.9

2.7

15.7
12.4
3.6
5.3
34

6.4
4.3
1.6
2.1

33

1.9
2.1
2.3
2.7

2.5
3.0
4.6
6.5

3.2
3.3
\.I
IS
47

6.1
4.8
0.9
\.7
28
5.7
5.3
1.6
1.4

7.2
4.6

3.8

13.1
4.3
4.2
25

L5
1.4
19

l.l
1.4
37

0.9510 1.41
Summer associat<:s
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

19.1
13.6
6.9
5.2
27

6.7
3.6
1.9
\.7
25

/.4210 11.50
Summer associa tes
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner--summer associa te ratio

19.6
\6.0
5.6
4.8
25

5.8
3.3
1.9

16.7

LI
19

n

25

49

8.9
7.2
2.8
1.9
21

2.9
3.4
1.7
1.8
62

10.9
9.2
2.0
2.0
18

3.5
2.8
2.2

1.7

Note: N 1,394.
"Excluding summer associates

values do range up to a maximum of 11.50.) Minorities constitute 6.4%
of lawyers, on average, among offices in the bottom leverage quartile
and 11.9% of lawyers among offices in the top leverage quartile.
By definition, leverage has different implications for associates and partners.

Racial and Ethnic Minority

Repre~entation

in Large U.S. Law Firms
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We might expect to see morq minorities in lower firm ranks and fewer
minorities among partners as' leverage increases. When we consider all
minorities together, in the left-hand column, we see that miLlority
representation among summer associates does indeed increase steadily
with leverage. However, the rpinority presence among partners does not
follow a clear patt9rn.
I
Looking at the tjIree ethnic ~roups separately in the top panel, we see ~III
. increasing pattern among La~inos and Asian-Americans across leverage
quartiles. In contrast, African~American presence remains stable at 2.7%
across the top three leverage,quartiles. When we look at represt::ntatioll
by rank in the three groups, interesting differences appear. The African
American presence among parfners is weakest in the top leverage
consistent with the overall picture, but their presence among associa tes is
strongest in the second quartile rather than the lowest one. For Latinos
and Asian-Americans, the strdngest representation among associates is in
the top leverage quartile (3.4% and 9.2%, respectively), consistent with
the overall picture, but their strongest representation among partners
is also in that quartile (1.8 % and 2.0%, respectively). Despite these
similarities between Latinos and Asian-Americans, we see very diCli.:rent
partner~summer associate ratios for the two groups in this top quartile
(62% for Latinos and 18% for Asian-Americans) due to Asian-Americans'
much greater presence among summer associates.
Turning to two-tier partnerships, this feature is not strongly linked to
overall minority presence. Minorities represent 9.0% of lawyers in both
single-tier and two-tier offices (Table 9). Taking rank into account in (he
left-hand column, however, reveals that minorities are more preva]cnt
at every level in two-tier firms, but the partner--summer associate mIlO is
higher in single-tier firms. When the three groups are considered separately,
across the top panel, we see that African-Americans and Latinos are
somewhat better represented in two-tier offices, while Asian-Americans
actually have a stronger presence in offices with single-tier partnerships.
The same pattern holds when we examine different hierarchical ranks for
each group: at every rank, African-Americans and Latinos are better
represented in two-tier firms, and Asian-Americans are better represented tn
single-tier firms (except for similar representation among counsel and senior
attorneys in the two settings).
Minority lawyers are more often located in branch offices, where
constitute 9.9% of lawyers, rather than firms' principal olIices, where they
represent 7.5% of lawyers (Table 10). Moreover, minority representatioll
in branch offices is greater at every hierarchical rank. The partner-slIllllUer
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Table 9.

Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Partnership Structure, 2005.

All office lawyers'
Single-tier partnership
Two-tier partnership

TwO-lier parmership
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

Table 10.

AsianAmericans

AfricanAmericans

(%)

(%)

(%)

2.3
2.7

4.7
3.6

All office lawyers'
Principal office
Branch office
By rank
Principal office
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio
Branch office
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

(%)

2.0
2.6

16.5
13.7
4.5
4.8
29

5.6
3.8
1.0
1.5
27

46

8.2
7. \
1.8
2.0
24

19.2
13.8
5.7
5.0
26

7.5
4.1
2.5
1.6
21

3.9
3.5
1.4
1.8
46

7.8
6.2
1.8
1.5
19

2.8
2.8
1.7

1.3

2J3

Average Minority Representation in Major U.S. Law Firm
Offices, by Principal Versus Branch Office, 2005.

All
Minorities

9.0
9.0

By rank
Single-lier parmership
Summer associates
Associates
Counsel/Sf. Attorneys
Partners
Partner-summer associate ratio

Latinos

Racial and Ethnic Minority Representation in Large U.S. Law Firms

African
Americans

(%)

(%)

7.5
9.9

2.3
"2.6

1.6
2.7··

J.6
-16

16.4
12.4
3.9
4.4

6.6
4.1
1.7
1.6
24

3.1
2.5
0.9

6.6

27
19.0
14.8
6.0
5.2
27

6.5
3.8
1.8
1.5

23

Latinos

A,iall
Americans

All
Minorities

(%)

(%)

1.1

j8
1.4
1.7

35

26

3.5
3.6
2.1
1.9
54

9.0
7.3
2.2
1.8
20

NOle: N = 1,394.
'Excluding summer associates.

NOle: N = 1,394.
"Excluding summer associates.

associate ratio is the same in the two types of offices. Looking at the three
ethnic groups separately, Latinos and Asian-Americans are more prevalent
in branch offices. We observe a distinctive pattern for African-Americans:
although the differences are slight, African-Americans are better represented
in principal offices than in branch offices at all levels except counsel/senior
attorneys. Partner-summer associate ratios for African-Americans are
similar in the two settings. For Latinos, the partner-summer associate
ratio is higher in branch offices, while for Asian-Americans it is higher in
principal offices.

4. DISCUSSION
A key finding of our study is that minority representation declines
noticeably and steadily across the ascending ranks of the typical law
firm hierarchy, from summer associates at the entry level to partners at the

top. Geographically, overall minority representation is greatest in the
West and smallest in the Midwest. Minority lawyers are also beller
represented in major metropolitan areas than in smaller cities (although
closer inspection reveals that this difference arises from the lower ranks;
at the level of partnership, minority shares are comparable across large
and small cities). Finns with more resources at their disposal seem 10 be
more able or more inclined to pursue lawyer diversity: minority presence
tends to increase with office size, finn size, firm gross revenues, and firm
profits per partner. Yet minority lawyers are also more prevalent in
offices with structural features that accentuate workplace inequality. Thus,
minority representation tends to be higher in offices with greater associate
partner leverage, offices with two-tier partnerships, and branch otlices
rather than principal offices. Somewhat paradoxically, perhaps,
these findings suggest that minorities may be most welcomed in firms and
offices that offer both richer potential rewards and lower probabilities of
success.
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Considered separately, the three minority groups examined here present
somewhat different profiles. African-Americans are best represented
in the South and in major metropolitan areas rather than smaller cities.
Their representation increases steadily with office size. African-American
lawyers are best represented in the middle ranges of firm size, firm revenues,
and firm profits per partner. They are less likely to be found in offices with
the lowest leverage. African-Americans are more prevalent in offices
~. with two-tier partnerships and in branch offices. Interestingly, African
Americans' partner-summer associate ratio is highest in the West, even
though their representation is lowest in that region. Higher partner-summer
associate ratios among African-Americans are also associated with the
lowest and highest brackets of firm revenues, the lowest leverage quartile,
and single-tier partnerships. To the extent that the partner-summer
associate ratio sheds light on lawyer persistence and attrition, our findings
suggest that the contexts where African-Americans are most numerous may
not be the ones where they experience optimal career progress.
Like African-Americans, Latinos are best represented in the South, but
unlike African-Americans, they are more prevalent in smaller cities than in
major metropolitan areas. Although their presence is relatively stable across
smaller and larger offices, they are best represented in the biggest firms.
Latinos are also more numerous in firms with higher revenues and profits
per partner. Latino lawyers' presence rises with leverage, and they are better
represented in offices with two-tier partnerships and in branch offIces.
Relative to both African-Americans and Asian-Americans, Latino partner
summer associate ratios tend to be strikingly higher, both overall and
within most of the categories specified by various organizational character
istics. These higher partner-summer associate ratios stem primarily from
markedly lower representation among summer associates rather than from
higher representation among partners. Latinos' partner-summer associate
ratios are higher in the South, in smaller cities, in smaller offices, and in
the mid-range of firm size. Higher partner-summer associate ratios are
also associated with lower gross revenues, higher profits per partner, higher
leverage, and branch offices.
Asian-Americans are best represented in the West. They are more
prevalent in major metropolitan areas than in smaller cities; indeed, among
the three groups they are the most unevenly distributed across these two
settings. Asian-American representation increases slightly with office size and
markedly and steadily with firm size, firm gross revenues, and firm profits
per partner. Asian-American lawyers are more likely to be found in offices
witiI high associate-partner leverage, offices with single-tier partnerships,
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and branch offices. In contrast to Latinos, Asian-Americans experience
the lowest partner-summer associate ratios, stemming from their llnusually
high representation among summer associates. Like African-Americans.
Asian-Americans tend to experience higher partner-summer associati! nltios
in contexts where they are less prevalent. Thus, these ratios are higher ill
smaller cities, in tfie middle range of office size and firm size, in finl1s wi tit
lower revenues, Pf;ofits, and leverage, and in principal offices.
By uncovering ~imilarities and differences.in the distributional. patterns _._
of the three minqrity groups, this study lays the groundwork for future
research investigating the sources and mechanisms of racial inequality
within law firms.· It is clear that all three groups experience increasing:
attrition at successively higher hierarchical levels, and all three groups arrive
at similarly low representation levels among law firm partners. Yet, the liln..'e
groups begin with:different numbers at firm entry, suggesting that different
processes are at work. For example, the contrast between Lalinos' and
Asian-Americans' partner-summer associate ratios could mean thai Latinos
are making wiser choices about where to launch their careers in tht: Ilrst
place, or it could mean that Asian-Americans are more likely to be recruited
to attractive opportunities elsewhere. Future research should develop and
test specific propositions concerning these process!::s.
To return to our point of departure, has the transformation of the large
law firm in recent decades facilitated progress toward increasing racial and
ethnic diversity among lawyers working in the big firms? While we cannot
answer that question definitively, it is clear that many of the organizational
characteristics associated with that transformation
such as larger size,
greater revenues and profits, greater leverage, two-tier partnerships, and
branch offices - are associated with a greater minority presence. As firtns
have increasingly ceased to resemble the gentlemen's clubs of Smigel's day,
both economic interests and institutional pressures have pushed law firms
to broaden their recruitment pools. Clearly, large firms have opened the
front door to invite minority lawyers over the threshold. The
question is whether minorities will have the same opportunity as their white
counterparts to climb to the upper floors, or whether all too many will find
themselves heading out the back exit.

NOTES
1. In 2009, they accounted for 48% of law students, 46.6% of slimmer <1~sociil1es.
45.7% of regular associates, and 19.2% of partners (National Association for Law
Placement, 2009).
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2. This explanation does not necessarily blame minorities for these delicits, which
may be the result of inadequate educational, cultural, and social opportunities during
youth and early adulthood.
3. However, the effect only reached statistical significance for Asian-Americans
(and women).
4. Most offices are part of larger, multi-office fimls.
5. For analyses involving gross revenues, non-AmLaw 200 offices are included as
the lowest category .
.. -,~---~ 6. The title "counsel" (and variants such as "special counsel," "senior counsel," ------
and so on) can refer to a variety of statuses, such as former associates who have not
been made partners but have been retained as senior employees, and
recruited senior lawyers who may eventually be made partners. As measured by the
NALP, this category may also include former partners who continue to work for
their firms on a non-partnership compensation basis prior to retirement, who are
traditionally said to be "of counsel" to their firms.
7. The Northeast is defined to include Connecticut, Delaware, the District of
Columbia, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The South includes Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, .Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. The
Midwest includes Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. The West includes
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Hawaii, Oregon, Utah, Washington:, and Wyoming.
8. Major metropolitan areas arc defined to include greater Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, New York City,
Philadelphia, San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose, and Washington-Baltimore.
9. This analysis is restricted to offices of firms in the 2005 AmLaw 200.
10. This analysis is restricted to offices of firms in the 2005 Am Law 200.
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